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Abstract: The main goal of the presented work was the analysis of the interaction between deformed
microstructures and friction and the wear properties of four face centered cubic (fcc) metals. Pure fcc
metals such as Ag, Cu, Ni, and Al with different values of stacking fault energy (SFE) were chosen for
pin-on-disk tests in lubricated conditions. Friction properties of the four fcc metals are presented herein
as their Stribeck curves. The transition from elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) to boundary
lubrication (BL) regions depends mainly on the values of SFE, hardness, and contact temperature.
The acoustic emission (AE) parameters were analyzed in the transition from the EHL to the BL region.
The models of friction in different lubricant conditions related to the AE waveforms were proposed.
The nanocrystalline top surface layers characterized the deformed structure during friction of Ag in
the BL region. The lamellar cross-sectional microstructure was formed in the subsurface layers of Ag,
Cu, and Ni in the friction direction. Steady state friction and wear in the BL conditions were explained
by a balance between the hardening and the dynamic recovery, which was strongly dependent on the
SFE and the temperature. The interaction between the deformed structure, the friction, and the wear
properties of the studied metals rubbed in the BL region is discussed herein.
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1. Introduction

Friction and wear processes are very complex phenomena based on the deep understanding
of multidisciplinary and multiscale effects of contact interaction, plastic deformation, and damage
development in different environmental conditions. If theoretical and experimental models of asperity
contact are widely studied, the number of publications concerning the effect of plastic deformation
and damage development during friction is limited. Excellent analysis of modeling and simulation
in tribology was recently presented in the review from [1], where different models based on the
contact mechanics were carefully discussed, as was the importance of developing new models with
consideration to the dislocation dynamic during friction. The authors conclude that, “Tribologists
still need to identify key elementary processes specific to rough contacts under shear, and associated,
for example, to crack nucleation and propagation, chemical reactions, or fluid-solid interactions.”
The dislocation structure of surface layers under dry friction was originally studied by Rigney with
colleagues [2–5] and Garbar [6,7]. A strong gradient of grain sizes with depth and formation of
nanocrystalline structure was observed in the surface layers. The mechanisms of plastic deformation
during friction were considered by Kulhmann-Wilsdorf [8]. A plateau range of high-deformed layers
was reached at the end of the running-in process of steel and was preserved in the steady friction
state. [9] The structure of the high-deformed layers of the top surface layers during friction and wear was
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close to the severe plastic deformation (SPD) obtained during different processes of refinement [10–17],
including fatigue and cyclic creep [18–20].

The dislocation dynamic in surface layers during friction was simulated [21–24]. Application
of preliminary hardening by grain refinement before the friction tests significantly improved the
tribological properties of rubbed surfaces [25–30]. Different SPD methods of refinement provided
the formation of ultrafine grained (UFG) and nanocrystalline (NC) structure (d = 100–200 nm) with
relatively high strength [31–42]. It was shown that the shear stresses during fatigue were increased
up to the maximum value, and then a plateau range was clearly exhibited in the high-deformed
layers. Since the contact stress was cyclically varied in the contact spots, the fatigue models of friction
were proposed [43–45]. Unfortunately, these models did not reflect the real contact conditions—the
interrelation between the structural and the geometrical parameters of contact. Different friction models
were developed in order to evaluate the transitions from one contact region to another. The critical points
of transition from elastic to plastic contact were proposed according to a critical number of cycles [46–55].
The problems in the application of the mechanical properties of contact materials in the evaluation of
critical deformation during friction under different contact conditions were considered [56]. It was
shown that the asperity contacts models could not take into account the structural variations and the
damage development in thin surface layers. The interaction between contact parameters, deformation,
and temperature was proposed by Lim and Ashby as the wear maps [57,58], where different mechanisms
of friction and wear were considered as the wear modes [59,60]. Furthermore, various wear maps for
different contact materials were considered. In order to evaluate the application of the wear modes
for real contact pairs, friction and wear experiments for steel using Lim’s and Ashby’s map were
performed [61]. Unfortunately, the results of friction and wear tests of steel were not confirmed.
It was clear that such complex phenomena as the interaction of rubbed bodies, especially in lubricated
conditions, could not be described by the simple parameters used in these wear maps.

If the critical points of transition from elastic to plastic contact are mainly determined by
mechanical properties, pressure, and temperature of contact surfaces in dry friction, the transitions
in lubricated conditions are usually related to mechanical properties, contact pressure, asperity
distribution, and thickness of lubricant film. The effect of surface roughness on the transition between
mixed lubrication (ML) and elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) were simulated [62,63]. A statistical
description was requested for the description of multi-scale texture. A mathematical model containing
the Reynolds equation, the particle load carrying equation, the asperity contact equation, and the
heat balance equation was constructed for simulation of the mixed liquid–solid lubrication [64].
A thermal model of mixed lubrication in point contacts was proposed and used to study the roughness
effect [65,66].

An algorithm based on the load-sharing concept was proposed, which assumed that the total
transmitted load was carried by the asperities as well as the fluid film [67]. Interestingly, many existing
models and simulations are related to the transition from EHL to ML conditions only, whereas there are
few descriptions of the transition from ML to boundary lubrication (BL). It is reasonably clear that the
transition to the ML region is mainly determined by the contact pressure, the roughness parameters,
and the thickness of lubricant film when the number of direct contact spots is limited. However,
when the number of direct contact spots is significantly increased in the transition to the BL region,
the roles of the mechanical properties, the deformed microstructure, and the damage development
increase dramatically. The analysis of friction and wear in the BL region associated with the effects
of asperity interaction, tribochemistry, thickness of lubricant film, and mechanical properties of real
contact spots is a very complex problem. Nowadays, the problems of contact interaction and the
structural state of surface layers during friction with wear are considered separately.

The object of the presented work was to analyze the effects of the deformed structure, the hardening,
and the damage development on the friction and wear properties of some four face centered cubic
(fcc) metals with different stacking fault energy (SFE) values. The simplistic model of deformation
and damage development of contact surfaces was based on the request that deformation and damage
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development occurred mainly in the soft body. Since the roughness parameters play an important role
in the formation of contact surfaces, the smooth surface of a hard counterbody was used. In order to
diminish adhesion and tribochemistry due to additives in oils, the lubricated conditions with base oil
were used. Likewise, the tribochemistry/mixing and a third body’s effects on the damage development
in the BL region were not considered in these experiments. These assumptions were based on our
previous experiments, where the friction and the wear of copper rubbed in a wide range of loads
and sliding velocities were studied [29,68,69]. The results of friction and wear experiments in PAO-4
lubricant are presented herein as the Stribeck curve where the boundary, the mixed, and the EHL were
considered. Friction of Cu in lubricated conditions was characterized by the formation of layered
lamellar structures in the direction of friction. The hardness of thin surface layers was saturated during
repeated sliding.

Recently, the effect of grain refinement by equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) and the structural
evolution of Cu subsurface layers on friction and wear were evaluated [29]. It was shown that the
transitions from one lubricant region to another depend on the virgin grain size. The smaller the grain
size of Cu is, the more severe the condition of the transition to BL region will be. The mechanisms of
damage and failure of Cu samples under friction in the EHL region are similar to the damage and
failure mechanisms in very high cycle fatigue. Friction in the EHL region is accompanied by initiation
and coalescence of pores and microcracks [68]. A lot of ploughing tracks and large delaminated regions
appear on the surface after friction with the higher loading rates. To better understand the mechanisms
of friction and wear, systematic research of the deformed structure, the hardening, and the chemical
composition of surface layers of fcc metals after friction in the BL region have been studied [69–71].
Based on these experimental results, the effects of the deformed structure and hardening during friction
in the lubricated conditions are summarized in the presented work.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Friction and Wear Tests due to Acoustic Emission (AE) Measurements

Pure fcc metals such as Ag, Cu, Ni, and Al with different values of SFE were chosen as the
materials for pins. Application of pure metals allowed us to avoid the effect of solute atoms on
plastic deformation, grain size, and hardness. All friction tests were conducted using a pin-on-disk rig
described in our previous publications [66–68]. Importantly, flat-shape pins and long-time running-in
process provided the constant pressure with a time of test at each load. The pins rubbed against the
steel disks (AISI 1040) hardened up to HRc = 45. The effects of load on friction and wear coefficients
and average temperature near the interface were studied. Sliding velocity was constant at 0.37 m/s
(300 rpm). In order to evaluate the transition from the EHL to the BL region, the effect of load on
friction and wear properties was studied. The same values of the friction coefficient (µ) (µ ~0.1) with
loading indicated the friction in the BL region. To evaluate the average values of friction and wear
parameters, the tests were repeated five times at each load. The details of acoustic emission (AE)
measurements are presented in work [70]. An AE probe [model R30-ALPHA (MISTRAS Holding
Company Physical Acoustic Corporation, Princeton, NJ, USA)] with peak frequency of 300 kHz, 40 dB
preamplification, and 42 dB filter threshold level was used and then transferred to the PC-controlled
AE recording system with a sample rate of 1 MSPS (mega samples per second).

2.2. The Analysis of the Deformation Structure after Friction of Four Fcc Metals

Diffraction measurements were carried out in reflection geometry using a TTRAX III (Rigaku,
Tokyo, Japan) diffractometer equipped with a rotating Cu anode operating at 50 kV/200 mA. The details
of grain size analysis by XRD are presented in work [71]. Friction surfaces were carefully examined
with a field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, Helios 460 F1Lite, FEI, Hillsboro, OR,
USA). The cross-sectional TEM lamellae were prepared from the pins using a focused ion beam (FIB)
(Helios 460 F1 Lite, FEI). Cross-sectioning of the specimens was done in the longitudinal and the
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transverse directions (parallel and perpendicular to the direction of friction). The details of structural
measurements are in publication [72,73].

3. Results

3.1. Friction and Wear

The Stribeck curves of the studied metals are shown in Figure 1 [71].
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Figure 1. The Stribeck curves in the transition from the elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) to the
boundary lubrication (BL) region for the studied metals. The insert demonstrates the details of the
friction behavior at the maximal load in the BL region (the explanation is below). On the X-axis, η is
viscosity, V is sliding velocity, and P is contact pressure.

Roughness parameters were measured: Ra of virgin disk—Ra = 0.07 ± 0.02 µn; Ra of virgin
pin—Ra 0.04 ± 0.02 µm. Ra parameter of the samples after friction is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Ra parameters of the studied metals after friction in the BL region at maximal load.

Material Ag Ni Cu Al

Ra, µm 0.145 ± 0.025 0.413 ± 0.025 0.6 ± 0.2 0.27 ± 0.11

Roughness profiles of Ag and Ni after friction in the BL region are shown in Figure 2.
Although the surface of Ni was rougher than Ag, the wear rate of Ni was smaller.
A definite correlation between SFE and friction and wear properties was revealed. The values of

SFE (γ) and the results of friction tests as the maximal values of load (N) in the BL region, the coefficient
of friction (CoF), the wear coefficient of pin (k), the average values of grain sizes measured by XRD,
and the homological temperature (Tavr/Tm) are presented in Table 2. Tavr = Tb + Tf, where Tb and Tf

are bulk and flash temperature, respectively. Tm is the melting temperature. Flash temperature was
calculated in our previous work [70].
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Figure 2. Roughness parameter Ra after friction of Ag (a) and Ni (b).

Table 2. The values of stacking fault energy (SFE), maximal values of load (N) in the BL region, the
coefficient of friction (CoF), the wear coefficient of pin (k), the hardness after friction (Hs), the average
grain size (d), and the homological temperature (Tavr/Tm). Wear coefficient is k = W × H, where W is
wear loss (mm3/Nm) and H is hardness after friction.

SFE, γ mJ/m2 [74,75] Load, N CoF Wear coefficient, k Hardness, Hs, GPa Grain size, d, nm, XRD Tavr/Tm

Al 166 194 ± 34 0.16 ± 0.02 1.05 × 10−6 0.28 ± 0.03 440 ± 75 0.36

Ag 16 223 ± 23 0.1 ± 0.02 7.05 × 10−7 0.78 ± 0.12 33 ± 3 0.26

Cu 45 1273 ± 57 0.09 ± 0.01 2.99 × 10−7 1.5 ± 0.2 63 ± 1 0.28

Ni 125 1820 ± 200 0.08 ± 0.02 1.88 × 10−8 2.63 ± 0.25 140 ± 3 0.31

It was seen that the transition from the EHL to the BL region occurred at different loads and
correlated with the SFE, excluding Al; the lower the SFE was, the lower the load of the transition
region and the maximal load of friction in the BL region was. Interestingly, for Cu and Ni (middle
and high SFE), the maximal load in the BL region was significantly larger than the load for Ag
(low SFE). An inverse proportional connection was observed between the wear coefficient and the
non-dimensional SFE parameter; the larger the SFE was, the smaller the value of the wear coefficient
was, excluding Al (Figure 3). This suggested that the dependences were determined by the structural
evolution depending on the contact pressure and the SFE at a definite homological temperature.
Although the maximal loads in the BL region were different for studied materials, the homological
temperature was about the same (~0.3) for all studied metals except Al (>0.3).

The effect of steady-state grain size, ds, on the wear coefficient is outlined in Figure 4.
It could be seen that Ag with a minimal value of SFE was refined up to a minimal value of grain

size during severe plastic deformation in the BL region, while the maximal value of grain size appeared
for Al with a maximal value of SFE. It should be noted that all fcc metals—except Al—rubbed at
close to the same homological temperature (≤0.3) in the BL region, and thus friction and wear were
determined by the evolution of deformed structure and damage development in our simplified model.
Since SFE strongly affected plastic deformation and thus grain size, the interaction between these
parameters was considered (Figure 5).
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3.2. Analysis of Acoustic Emission in the Transition from EHL to BL Conditions

To better understand the mechanisms of friction in the EHL and the BL regions, the AE signals
were evaluated for metals with low and high SFE (Ag and Ni, [70]). The AE waveforms were evaluated
in the EHL and the BL regions (Figure 6).
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Large amplitude (Am) and low frequency (f m) were observed during friction in the EHL region of
Ag and Ni (Figure 6a,b). Low frequency (~2.5 kHz) appeared both for Ag and Ni. Interestingly, the
contact loads were principally different during friction in the EHL region. High frequency AE signals
(Aµ) were also evaluated in the EHL region. Small Aµ values were revealed just under friction of
Ni (Figure 6b). Friction in the BL region was accompanied by an increase in Am and Aµ, especially
during friction of Ni (Figure 6d). It was expected that two different amplitudes characterized different
processes of plastic deformation and damage development. At this stage, it was reasonable to anticipate
that low-frequency AE signals mainly characterized the shearing in macroscale, while high-frequency
signals indicated the plastic deformation in microscale. The AE waveforms during friction in the
EHL and the BL regions were carefully analyzed. If the same low-frequency ranges (8–12 kHz) were
observed during friction of Ag and Ni in the EHL region, the principal difference was revealed in the
BL region: 8–16 kHz and 8–512 kHz for Ag and Ni, respectively.

The interesting phenomenon of jumps in the friction force during tests in the BL region for Ni and
Cu (see insert in Figure 1) was carefully studied. The friction coefficient for Ni was decreased from the
maximal value (µ = 0.08) at a relatively high average temperature (103 ◦C) compared to that at the
low friction point (µ = 0.05). At this point, the temperature was decreased to about 50 ◦C, leading to
increased viscosity and the transition to mixed lubrication (ML). Interestingly, the height of jumps was
decreased with the SFE decreasing (Cu) and was diminished for Ag. It was assumed that a friction
force decreasing in the range of jumps was determined by the softening of high-deformed thin layers.
In order to evaluate the process of softening occurring in the relatively high temperature during friction
of Ni in the BL region, the samples were heated after friction in steps of 20 ◦C with measurements of
the hardness values taken at each temperature. It was found that the hardness of Ni after friction in the
BL and following annealing at the contact temperature, T = 240 ◦C (~0.14Tm), was decreased from
2700 MPa to 1700 MPa. A similar phenomenon of dynamic recrystallization of the grain refined Cu
was observed at T = 153 ◦C [76]. In order to better understand the transition from one lubricant region
to another, the sliding velocity in the BL region was increased from 300 rpm to 800 rpm (Figure 7).
At the maximal sliding velocity, the friction coefficient was decreased practically to the same shape as
the EHL waveform (µ = 0.02), which confirmed the relative ease of shearing in the direct contact spots
(Figure 6b). In the BL region of Ni, the number of contact spots increased, and the values of the low
frequency waves (f m) were also increased.
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Thus, it was suggested that the jumps in the friction force of metals with relatively high SFE were
associated with deformation hardening and dynamic recovery in the BL region.

3.3. Deformed Structure of Studied fcc Metals after Friction in the BL Region

Cross-sectional images of deformed surface layers after friction in the BL region were studied
parallel and perpendicular to the direction of friction [72,73]. The TEM cross-sectional images of thin
surface layers parallel to the direction of friction are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Cross-sectional TEM images of top surface layers of Ag (a), Cu (b), Ni (c), and Al (d) after
friction. Directions of friction for Ag and iron wear particles in surface layers of Al are shown by arrows.

The size of grains and the thickness of high-deformed layers after friction depended mainly on the
SFE. With SFE increasing from Ag to Cu and Ni, the thickness of these layers decreased. The average
grain size increased from ~20 nm for Ag to 100–300 nm for Cu and Ni (Figure 8b,c). The subgrains in the
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top layers of Cu and Ni were confined by well-developed boundaries and a large amount of dislocation
tangles in their interior. The average grain size of the top surface layers increased from ~100–200 nm
for Cu and Ni to 1–3 µm below the damaged layer for Al. Friction of Al was accompanied by strong
oxidation of the top surface layers [71]. It was shown that these layers could present well-pressed and
sheared Al oxidized wear particles and some penetrated wear iron particles (Figure 8d). The size of
noted wear particles was ~0.5–1 µm. Therefore, the behavior of Al during friction was different in
comparison to other studied metals. Frequency distributions of grain sizes in the depth close to 500 nm
for Ag and Ni (minimal and maximal SFE) are shown in Figure 9 [72].
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Figure 9. Frequency distribution of grain sizes in the depth of 500 nm for Ag (a) and Ni (b) after friction
in the BL region.

The maximal amount of grains for Ag with sizes 30–60 nm was observed in the depth of 500 nm
(Figure 9a), while friction of Ni was characterized by a much larger range of grain sizes (~170–370 nm)
(Figure 9b). With depth of deformation, a transition to lamellar structure for Ag, Cu, and Ni was
revealed (Figure 10).Lubricants 2018, 6, x FOR PEER REVIEW  10 of 18 
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Figure 10. Cross-sectional TEM images demonstrate the transitions from practically equiaxial to
lamellar microstructure of Ag (a) and from the inhomogeneous to the lamellar microstructure of Ni (b).
Direction of friction is indicated by the arrow.

The lamellar structure consisted of strongly elongated subgrain/cells containing a high number of
dislocations separated by sharp grain boundaries. The microcracks appeared in some grain boundaries.
The lamellar structure was absent in Al surface layers.
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In order to better understand the evolution of grain structure developed in normal and parallel
directions to friction and the formation of pores in the top layers of Ag, the TEM cross-sectional
microstructures were studied. In fact, the dominant normal pressure was mainly affected in the
direction perpendicular to the friction, while both the normal pressure and the shear stress were
applied together in the direction parallel to the friction. BF TEM images of the deformed microstructures
parallel and perpendicular to the direction of friction for Ag are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. TEM images of cross-sectional microstructure of Ag oriented normally (a) and parallel (b) to
the friction direction.

Importantly, the lamellar microstructure clearly appeared in the cross-sectional microstructure for
Ag parallel to the direction of friction and was practically absent in the sample normally oriented to
the friction direction. More remarkably, pores and microcracks were observed mainly in the deformed
microstructure parallel to the friction direction.

3.4. Damage Development during Friction in the BL Conditions

Damage development in the considered model was mainly determined by plastic deformation at
a definite contact temperature. Damage development in the top surface layers of Ag (low SFE) and Ni
(high SFE) during friction in the BL region is shown in Figure 12.

The pores and microcracks appeared in the boundary of lamellas under friction of Ag (Figure 11b,
Figure 12a). This phenomenon is usually observed during large plastic deformation of metals with
low SFE when the number of gliding dislocation systems is limited. A principally different picture
was revealed under friction of Cu and Ni. For instance, plastic deformation of Ni in the top layers
was accompanied by the formation of relatively large grains with a high density of dislocations
inside and in the boundaries of grains. Lamellar structure was absent in the top surface layers of
Ni and appeared in the depth of about 1 µm when the effect of normal pressure due to compression
was diminished. The microcracks were formed in the high angle boundaries in shear bands of the
subsurface layers. Apparently, high dislocation accumulation in the top layers of Ni was accompanied
by specific annihilation of dislocations at a relatively high contact temperature that could decelerate
the development of cracks during the formation of wear particles.
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SEM images of Ag and Cu surfaces after friction in the BL region are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. SEM images of damaged surfaces of Ag (a) and Cu (b) after friction in the BL region [71].

It was clearly seen that the formation of wear particles was a result of joining pores and microcracks,
while the delamination of the thin film was a dominant mechanism of damage development during
friction of Cu and Ni. Ploughing tracks were also observed on the rubbed surfaces. The size of wear
particles was analyzed by SEM. Many wear particles were found in the agglomerated state. However,
the magnified images showed the size of wear particles changed from about 200 nm to 2–3 µm.
We did not find a major difference in the average size of wear particles. Certainly, the formation and
development of cracks in the deformed microstructure during friction is a complex problem that will
require further careful analysis.

4. Discussion

The interaction between the friction properties (Stribeck curves) and the deformed structure of
studied metals was considered. The same CoF (µ ~0.02) was observed in the EHL region for Ag,
Cu, and Ni. With a loading, the transition from the EHL to the BL region occurred under different
contact loads depending on the values of SFE and original hardness. The transition from the EHL
region was usually characterized by the activation of plastic deformation in the contact spots, leading
to increased CoF and wear rate. In the transition to the BL region, the nanocrystalline structure
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was formed in the top surface layers of Ag. This deformation structure with fairly equal grains
and a large number of pores mainly in grain boundaries was preserved during loading in the BL
region. Dynamic recovery was not observed in the top surface layers of Ag. Apparently, the dynamic
recovery was limited due to cross-slip and splitting of full dislocations into partials containing a wide
stacking fault ribbon during friction of Ag, similar to the SPD processes in metal and alloys with low
SFE [76–78]. The limited dynamic recovery indicated a large hardening rate in the surface layers of
Ag, thus explaining the low load in the transition from the EHL to the BL region. In comparison to
Ag, the loads of transition to the BL region were significantly larger for Cu and Ni (Table 2). Friction
of Cu and Ni was accompanied by the formation of inhomogeneous microstructures with large and
small grains in the top surface layers. This was similar to the microstructure achieved due to thermally
activated processes of rearrangement and annihilation of dislocations for fcc metals with relatively high
values of SFE and contact temperature (382 and 540 K for Cu and Ni, respectively). Formation of the
inhomogeneous structures indicated the dynamic recovery occurring during friction of Cu and Ni in the
BL region. In fact, the hardness of the deformed layers of Ni was significantly decreased after annealing
of the deformed structure of the surface layers at a relatively low temperature (0.14Tm), similar to
that observed during annealing of refined Cu after refinement [79]. The hardness decrease and the
formation of inhomogeneous structures with large and small grain structures at a low temperature
indicated the dynamic recovery in the surface layers.

It was shown that the inhomogeneous structure provided both the high strength and the ductility
of deformed metals and alloys [36,40]. Therefore, it was reasonable to anticipate that high wear
resistance of Cu and Ni in relation to Ag was obtained due to the high strength and the ductility of the
inhomogeneous structure.

Friction in the BL region was characterized by a steady-friction state when a constant value of
CoF was preserved with loading. This steady-state region was determined by the balance between
accumulation and annihilation of dislocations or balance between hardening and softening [70–73].
This balance strongly depended on SFE and contact temperature.

High hardness indicated localization of the deformation in the thin surface layers, while definite
softening led to ease shearing. The presented simplified model was based on the simultaneous
deformation hardening and softening during friction in the BL region. Based on the analysis of the
deformed microstructure of four fcc metals during friction in the BL region, it was concluded [71] that:

Hs − Hv = ∆H = Hhardening − Hsoftening (1)

where Hs is the hardness after friction, and Hv is the hardness before the friction. Remarkably, the final
value of hardness was determined both by the maximal value of hardening, Hhardening, and the specific
value of softening, Hsoftening, at close to the same homological temperatures. Again, this simplified
model was based on the dominant role of plastic deformation and damage development during friction
in the BL region when the effect of tribochemistry in a smooth contact asperity was limited.

The results of wear experiments for four fcc metals indicated much lower values of wear coefficients
for the metals with higher values of SFE (Cu and Ni), excluding Al. The main problem in the application
of the presented model was a difficulty in the evaluation of the structural parameters determining the
deformation hardening and the dynamic recovery.

Friction and wear were determined both by the normal pressure and the shear stress. In order
to better understand the effect of shear stress and normal pressure on the deformed microstructure,
cross-sectional TEM images, oriented normally and parallel to the direction of friction, were compared.
Formation of the lamellar structure in the direction of friction indicated the dominant role of shear
stress in the direction of friction. Lamellar structure and shear bands ultimately led to instability and
damage development during friction and wear. From the other side, the dynamic recovery responsible
for ease shearing improved the lubricity of the surface layers.

The main dominant mechanisms of damage development during friction of Ag, Cu, and Ni were
delamination and ploughing. It was expected that the size of single wear particles would be close
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to the grain size. In our evaluation, the single wear particles were close to 200 nm. However, many
wear particles were in the agglomerated state. Recent analysis of wear particles during friction of
steel–brass and steel–steel sliding pairs in the BL region showed wear particles close to 200 nm [80].
TEM analysis of the grain sizes in the deformed surface layers varied from 20 to 400 nm. Therefore,
it could be suggested that the wear particles corresponded to the sizes of grain in the studied metals
during friction in the BL conditions.

Friction and wear properties of Al, as well as the damage development, were different in
comparison to Ag, Cu, and Ni and were determined by strong oxidation of surface layers with the
formation of a thick third body of pressed wear particles [73].

In order to evaluate the transition from one lubricant region to another, AE signals were estimated.
Noise signals appeared just in the point of mechanical interaction of the contact spots. The models of
contact interaction during friction in the EHL and the BL conditions were considered based on the
analysis of the AE parameters (Figures 14–16) [70].
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Figure 15. Macroscale model of the BL region and the corresponding waveform under friction of Ag.

At the points of direct contact, the level of AE signals increased. An absence of high frequency
signals indicated the limited plastic deformation in the EHL conditions. During friction of Ag in the
BL region, the low frequency wave was just increased from 2.5 kHz in the EHL to 5 kHz under the BL
conditions (Figure 15).

Friction of Cu and Ni in the BL region occurred at relatively high loads, leading to a larger number
of contact spots and therefore to an increase in low-frequency AE signals (Figure 16). In the insert,
the direct contact of a single contact spot at the microscale level is presented.

High-frequency AE signals (red color) indicated severe plastic deformation during friction of
Ni in the BL region. Thus, the AE analysis clearly demonstrated the transition from one contact
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region to another, conveying a qualitative estimation of the dominant mechanisms of deformation
(elastic or plastic) during friction and a correlation between the geometrical parameters in macro- and
micro-scales. New experimental results are needed for better understanding the interaction between
deformation microstructure, damage development, and geometrical parameters of contact. At this
stage, an application of pure oils allows any simplification in the analysis of phenomena as complex as
friction and wear.
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5. Conclusions

A simplified model of interaction between the deformed microstructure and the friction and wear
properties of four fcc metals rubbed in lubricated conditions was presented. The effects of SFE and
contact temperature on the deformed microstructures of Ag, Cu, Ni, and Al during friction in the BL
region were analyzed. Friction properties of four fcc metals were presented as the Stribeck curves.
The transition from the EHL to the BL regions was determined by activation of plastic deformation
in the contact spots depending mainly on the values of SFE and contact temperature. Friction of
Cu and Ni was associated with deformation hardening and dynamic recovery at a relatively high
contact temperature.

The AE parameters were analyzed in the transition from the EHL to the BL region. The models
of contact interaction during friction in the EHL and the BL regions were proposed. The AE models
clearly demonstrated the transition from one contact region to another, as well as provided a qualitative
estimation of the dominant mechanisms of deformation (elastic or plastic) during friction and a
correlation between the geometrical parameters in macro- and micro-scales.

A strong gradient of grain sizes during friction of four fcc metals was revealed by TEM imaging.
Thermally activated processes of rearrangement and annihilation of dislocations were accelerated
during friction of Cu and Ni due to relatively high values of SFE and contact temperature. Surface
regions of Cu and Ni samples consisted of inhomogeneous microstructures with a wide range of grain
sizes. If fairly equal ultrafine grains were observed in the cross-sectional microstructure oriented
normally to the friction direction, the lamellar cross-sectional microstructure characterized the shearing
in the direction parallel to the friction. Steady-state friction in the BL conditions was explained
by a balance between the hardening and the dynamic recovery, which was strongly dependent on
SFE and temperature. According to simplified structural models of friction in lubricated conditions,
the best wear properties of fcc studied metals were determined by high hardening and a specific value
of softening.
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